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From the internationally heralded author of How Proust Can Change Your Life comes a
remarkable book that presents the wisdom of some of the greatest thinkers of the ages as
advice for our day to day struggles."A fine introduction the world of philosophy." —
NewsweekSolace for the broken heart can be found in the words of Schopenhauer. The ancient
Greek Epicurus has the wisest, and most affordable, solution to cash flow problems. A remedy
for impotence lies in Montaigne. Seneca offers advice upon losing a job. And Nietzsche has
shrewd counsel for everything from loneliness to illness. The Consolations of Philosophy is a
book as accessibly erudite as it is useful and entertaining.

"A fine introduction the world of philosophy." —Newsweek“Thank heavens for Alain de Botton….
[He] breezily, humorously, incisively … puts his readers at ease, without a hint of
condescension.” —Seattle Times/Post IntelligencerFrom the Inside FlapFrom the internationally
heralded author of How Proust Can Change Your Life comes this remarkable new book that
presents the wisdom of some of the greatest thinkers of the ages as advice for our day to day
struggles.Solace for the broken heart can be found in the words of Schopenhauer. The ancient
Greek Epicurus has the wisest, and most affordable, solution to cash flow problems. A remedy
for impotence lies in Montaigne. Seneca offers advice upon losing a job. And Nietzsche has
shrewd counsel for everything from loneliness to illness. The Consolations of Philosophy is a
book as accessibly erudite as it is useful and entertaining.From the Back CoverFrom the
internationally heralded author of How Proust Can Change Your Life comes this remarkable new
book that presents the wisdom of some of the greatest thinkers of the ages as advice for our day
to day struggles.Solace for the broken heart can be found in the words of Schopenhauer. The
ancient Greek Epicurus has the wisest, and most affordable, solution to cash flow problems. A
remedy for impotence lies in Montaigne. Seneca offers advice upon losing a job. And Nietzsche
has shrewd counsel for everything from loneliness to illness. The Consolations of Philosophy is a
book as accessibly erudite as it is useful and entertaining.About the AuthorALAIN DE BOTTON
is the author of On Love, The Romantic Movement, Kiss and Tell, and How Proust Can Change
Your Life (available in paperback from Vintage Books). His work has been translated into twenty
languages. He lives in Washington, D.C., and London, where he is a director of the Graduate
Philosophy Program at London University.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Consolations for Unpopularity1A few years ago, during a bitter New York winter, with
an afternoon to spare before catching a flight to London, I found myself in a deserted gallery on
the upper level of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. It was brightly lit, and aside from the soothing
hum of an under-floor heating system, entirely silent. Having reached a surfeit of paintings in the
Impressionist galleries, I was looking for a sign for the cafeteria -- where I hoped to buy a glass



of a certain variety of American chocolate milk of which I was at that time extremely fond -- when
my eye was caught by a canvas which a caption explained had been painted in Paris in the
autumn of 1786 by the thirty-eight-year-old Jacques-Louis David.Socrates, condemned to death
by the people of Athens, prepares to drink a cup of hemlock, surrounded by woebegone friends.
In the spring of 399 BC, three Athenian citizens had brought legal proceedings against the
philosopher. They had accused him of failing to worship the city's gods, of introducing religious
novelties and of corrupting the young men of Athens -- and such was the severity of their
charges, they had called for the death penalty.Socrates had responded with legendary
equanimity. Though afforded an opportunity to renounce his philosophy in court, he had sided
with what he believed to be true rather than what he knew would be popular. In Plato's account
he had defiantly told the jury:So long as I draw breath and have my faculties, I shall never stop
practising philosophy and exhorting you and elucidating the truth for everyone that I meet . . .
And so gentlemen . . . whether you acquit me or not, you know that I am not going to alter my
conduct, not even if I have to die a hundred deaths. And so he had been led to meet his end in
an Athenian jail, his death marking a defining moment in the history of philosophy.An indication
of its significance may be the frequency with which it has been painted. In 1650 the French
painter Charles-Alphonse Dufresnoy produced a Death of Socrates, now hanging in the Galleria
Palatina in Florence (which has no cafeteria).The eighteenth century witnessed the zenith of
interest in Socrates' death, particularly after Diderot drew attention to its painterly potential in a
passage in his Treatise on Dramatic Poetry.Jacques-Louis David received his commission in the
spring of 1786 from Charles-Michel Trudaine de la Sablière, a wealthy member of the Parlement
and a gifted Greek scholar. The terms were generous, 6,000 livres upfront, with a further 3,000
on delivery (Louis XVI had paid only 6,000 livres for the larger Oath of the Horatii). When the
picture was exhibited at the Salon of 1787, it was at once judged the finest of the Socratic ends.
Sir Joshua Reynolds thought it 'the most exquisite and admirable effort of art which has
appeared since the Cappella Sistina, and the Stanze of Raphael. The picture would have done
honour to Athens in the age of Pericles.'I bought five postcard Davids in the museum gift-shop
and later, flying over the ice fields of Newfoundland (turned a luminous green by a full moon and
a cloudless sky), examined one while picking at a pale evening meal left on the table in front of
me by a stewardess during a misjudged snooze.Plato sits at the foot of the bed, a pen and a
scroll beside him, silent witness to the injustice of the state. He had been twenty-nine at the time
of Socrates' death, but David turned him into an old man, grey-haired and grave. Through the
passageway, Socrates' wife, Xanthippe, is escorted from the prison cell by warders. Seven
friends are in various stages of lamentation. Socrates' closest companion Crito, seated beside
him, gazes at the master with devotion and concern. But the philosopher, bolt upright, with an
athlete's torso and biceps, shows neither apprehension nor regret. That a large number of
Athenians have denounced him as foolish has not shaken him in his convictions. David had
planned to paint Socrates in the act of swallowing poison, but the poet André Chenier suggested
that there would be greater dramatic tension if he was shown finishing a philosophical point



while at the same time reaching serenely for the hemlock that would end his life, symbolizing
both obedience to the laws of Athens and allegiance to his calling. We are witnessing the last
edifying moments of a transcendent being.If the postcard struck me so forcefully, it was perhaps
because the behaviour it depicted contrasted so sharply with my own. In conversations, my
priority was to be liked, rather than to speak the truth. A desire to please led me to laugh at
modest jokes like a parent on the opening night of a school play. With strangers, I adopted the
servile manner of a concierge greeting wealthy clients in a hotel -- salival enthusiasm born of a
morbid, indiscriminate desire for affection. I did not publicly doubt ideas to which the majority
was committed. I sought the approval of figures of authority and after encounters with them,
worried at length whether they had thought me acceptable. When passing through customs or
driving alongside police cars, I harboured a confused wish for the uniformed offcials to think well
of me.But the philosopher had not buckled before unpopularity and the condemnation of the
state. He had not retracted his thoughts because others had complained. Moreover, his
confidence had sprung from a more profound source than hot-headedness or bull-like courage.
It had been grounded in philosophy. Philosophy had supplied Socrates with convictions in which
he had been able to have rational, as opposed to hysterical, confidence when faced with
disapproval.That night, above the ice lands, such independence of mind was a revelation and an
incitement. It promised a counterweight to a supine tendency to follow socially sanctioned
practices and ideas. In Socrates' life and death lay an invitation to intelligent scepticism.And
more generally, the subject of which the Greek philosopher was the supreme symbol seemed to
offer an invitation to take on a task at once profound and laughable: to become wise through
philosophy. In spite of the vast differences between the many thinkers described as philosophers
across time (people in actuality so diverse that had they been gathered together at a giant
cocktail party, they would not only have had nothing to say to one another, but would most
probably have come to blows after a few drinks), it seemed possible to discern a small group of
men, separated by centuries, sharing a loose allegiance to a vision of philosophy suggested by
the Greek etymology of the word -- philo, love; sophia, wisdom -- a group bound by a common
interest in saying a few consoling and practical things about the causes of our greatest griefs. It
was to these men I would turn.Read more
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Arianne, “Should Philosophy be the Source of Consolation?. Should philosophy lead us to
consolation or away from it? I think in some ways we find that the best consolation is that one
does not need, and need not look for, consolations. That is, if we actually look upon our sorrows
and failings, we find that they are only subjective and transitory. Thus, there is nothing in life that
one should be sorry for having lost or never having gained. The process by which these things
occur, or do not occur, is ephemeral and unreal as it is only perceived by us as real through time.
This realization is the consolation that frees us from the need for consolations. We cannot find in
philosophy the consolation offered by religion. Philosophy cannot be pursued in order to find
support for comfortable doctrines. However, for purposes of this review, let’s assume that
philosophy can lead us to consolation and see what we can find. What follows is a summary of
the philosophers, the problems and the consolations offered.These are not the easy
consolations of religion or psychology, telling us that everything will work out in the end or that
we can be cured of our anxieties, these are the consolations of philosophy. Easy consolations
are cruel lies as Nietzsche tells us. Philosophy as consolation certainly has a much more
inclusive and embracing sense in that it suggests reflecting about one’s experience of existence
as opposed to the more technical narrow meaning that philosophy has acquired over the recent
century. This I think is unfortunate. For to reflect is to think and in this thinking we encounter a
broader understanding of our experience of existence. Philosophy, at its best, provides
resources for thinking about living.What I present here is a quick summary of the consolations
offered. I cannot do the chapters written by Alain de Botton justice with these short summaries,
please read the book. The book itself cannot do justice to the philosophers selected, please
read the philosophers. Each has much more to offer, far beyond the simple consolations outlined
in this book, but this book is a readable and easily accessible introduction.The subject matter of
philosophy is drawn from the real life problems faced by real people confronted by reality. As
such, Alain de Button follows the example of Socrates in trying to make philosophy accessible to
anyone with a taste for it and Boethius in showing us that philosophy can bring us to a higher
understating of existence by providing us with the mental equipment needed for a more rigorous
contemplation of the our experience of existence. It is my modest hope that this abbreviated
summary will help increase the appetite for philosophy.Unpopularity:Look to Socrates and
understand that your unpopularity is simply a majority or plurality opinion and that very often
majority opinions are irrational. Most popular opinions about life and reality are based upon
misunderstandings, ignorance and mistakes anyway. Take comfort and treat such easy popular
opinions and conventional wisdom with the skepticism that they deserve. Popular opinion is
often as mistaken as it is held to be certain and common sense is too common to be of any
value. We have the right, and the duty, to question all popular opinions, especially opinions
about our worth. Living without thinking is popular, but you think, therefor you are unpopular-
take consolation.Not Having Enough Money:Look to Epicurus and understand that wealth



cannot buy happiness. Pursuit of wealth, power and fame is a fool’s errand. The fool mistakes
the acquisition of wealth for the things in this very short life that do have value such as
friendship, thoughtfulness and freedom from exaggerated desire. You do not have enough
money? How much money is enough? There is a diminishing marginal utility to wealth not found
in friendship and thoughtfulness. The exterior trapping of great personal wealth are the things
that impress only the most common of people. Take consolation, you have not contracted the
plague of endless desire, not everything desired is desirable anyway. You are not owned by
material things, rejoice, you are the healthy one! Or, from the original author of ‘The Consolation
of Philosophy’, Boethius himself: Wealth cannot alleviate desire, quite the contrary, it only
creates new desires so why should we chase after it in the hopes that it will provide satisfaction
to our desires?Frustration:Look to Seneca and understand that frustration is the product of your
unrealistic and overly optimistic expectations. Temper your expectations and you will reduce
your frustration level. We take great comfort in anticipation only to find that anticipation lies. A
belief that everything will go well or as planned is the surest road to frustration. The cruel evil
empress of the world herself, Fortune, intervenes in our lives too often. We should meditate on
death and disaster daily to temper unrealistic hopes, anticipations and expectations and thus
avoid metaphysical shocks. Always anticipate the worst and you find consolation in that things
are not that bad after all.Inadequacy:Look to Montaigne and understand that those who find you
to be inadequate or weird cannot see beyond their own limited experience of existence. What is
accepted as ‘normal’ leaves out more of the human experience than it includes. The world is
more peculiar than the ‘adequate’ and ‘normal’ people can see. The dichotomy between normal
and abnormal, adequate and inadequate is a false one. I will quote from the Roman playwright
Terence who once said: “I am human, nothing of that which is human is alien to me.” So the next
time you meet or hear about a trans-gendered person, cut them a break, their experience of life
is just a human as yours. Take consolation, error stalks all narrowly conceived human
judgments, there is more to you than the judgment of another person can do justice. Certainty is
the hobgoblin of small minds.Broken Heart:Look to Schopenhauer and take consolation in never
having found the perfect spouse, there is no such thing. The best that can be hoped for is mutual
toleration and at its worst, the spouses become the object of disgust to each other. We should
not be surprised by misery. Happiness was never part of nature’s plan; just reproduction of
suitable offspring. All of this bother about romantic love is nothing more than the path to fulfill the
command of nature to reproduce. Your broken heart is just a symptom of the reproductive
impulse being frustrated. Be consoled, your broken heart is result of a love interest that itself is
the result of a misjudgment as what would make you ‘happy’. Be glad that your misjudgment was
terminated, thank the one who rejected you and be wiser in the next encounter if this is
possible.Difficulties:Look to Nietzsche and find that difficulty, mastering difficulty, is the source of
fulfillment. Difficulties are thus a source of joy. Our greatest pain is thus juxtaposed with our
greatest joy. Rejoice in your difficulties, your growth is impossible without them. We all know the
Neitzschean aphorism, “…what does not kill me makes me stronger”. Without pain to move us,



we will languish in mediocrity. We will suffer in the course of overcoming difficulty and this is
necessary as well as unavoidable and even desirable. Find in your difficulties great consolation,
the mistake is to believe that success is possible without difficulty. Every adversity is thus an
opportunity for growth if we do not waste it. Difficulty is the path to acquiring greatness. In
Nietzschean terms, adversity is the necessary root for the flower of triumph. The consolation is
that often a desirable result must start with an undesirable beginning. The road to fulfillment is
not an easy one. The desire to abolish difficulty is as stupid as the desire to abolish bad
weather.In these consolations, we are called to think very carefully about what matters and how
to act into the world of our experience and avoid imprisoning ourselves in false ideas, six of
which are listed here. Consolation thus brings liberation when we gain the ability to see things
as they are without false valuations.”

Stephen C. Bird, “Accessible Yet Thought-Provoking Text. I first learned of this book while
watching the PBS series in December 2011, that was based on this work, featuring the author
Alain de Botton as host (this was a great program to stumble upon during the miasma of the
holiday season!). That series, similarly to the book, was comprised of one episode dedicated to
each of the 6 philosophers in question (Socrates, Epicurus, Seneca, Montaigne, Schopenhauer
and Nietzsche). I found this work to be a fast, enjoyable and accessible read. It was absorbing
enough that I was able to read it in public amid noise and distractions. "Consolations of
Philosophy" was not something that I had to labour over; the focus and intention of this books'
main themes and subsequent discussions were clear. De Botton deconstructed the principal
concepts of these philosophers down to their essence. And as several other Amazon reviewers
have mentioned, this work functions as both an introduction to philosophy -- As well as a self-
help book. For anyone going through hard times in his / her life -- Emotionally, socially, fiscally --
This book will indeed be a great "consolation".The only philosopher whose works I had read
previous to reading "Consolations of Philosophy" was Nietzsche, a writer whose books ("Birth of
Tragedy", "The Case of Wagner", "Twilight of the Idols" and "Also Sprach Zarathustra"; the latter
being the most memorable) I've found to be simultaneously inspiring, mystifying, and
incomprehensible. I attempted to read Schopenhauer a few years ago but it didn't hold my
interest. Since completing this work by de Botton, I also tried to read "Selected Essays" by
Michel de Montaigne (Dover Thrift Editions, 2011). But I had trouble connecting with Montaigne
as well.What I ultimately found to be one of the most important and moving aspects of
"Consolations of Philosophy" was the fact that Nietzsche, in spite of his hardships and
loneliness -- Did not allow his vision to be influenced by pessimism (this notion being stressed
by de Botton in this book). Although the life of Nietzsche seems to have been cursed; to have
been deprived of happiness -- Deep down he must have known that he alone was responsible
for his state of being (as conversely, he advised men "to live dangerously").Stephen C.
BirdAuthor, "To Be to Is to Was"”



Dr Brian Metters, “The Naked Philosopher strikes again!. The title of de Botton’s book is a
reference to an earlier book of the same title by Boethius, a Roman senator, who "turned to
philosophy" as consolation for his feelings whilst imprisoned."Anicius Manlius Severinus
Boëthius, commonly called Boethius, was a Roman senator, consul, magister officiorum, and
philosopher of the early 6th century. He wrote The Consolation of Philosophy in AD 523 during a
one-year imprisonment he served while awaiting trial – and eventual execution – for the alleged
crime of treason under the OstrogothicKing Theodoric the Great. Boethius was at the very
heights of power in Rome and was brought down by treachery. This experience inspired the
book which reflects on how evil can exist in a world governed by God, and how happiness is still
attainable amidst fickle fortune, while also considering the nature of happiness and God. It has
been described as "by far the most interesting example of prison literature the world has ever
seen."De Botton’s book is organised into 6 sections as shown below, each with a "guiding
philosopher" and their views quoted extensively in terms of advice in overcoming the specific
demise or problem.Unpopularity (Socrates)Not having enough money (Epicurus)Frustration
(Seneca)Inadequacy (Montaigne)A broken heart (Schopenhauer)Difficulties (Nietzsche)The
section I enjoyed most was "frustration" with Seneca as my guide to overcome my own personal
frustrations. Of course Seneca hadn’t anticipated the problems of an ordinary bloke utterly
frustrated with all things concerning Brexit, but despite what 48% of the British population would
say, I DO have enough intelligence to apply Seneca’s logic to the current situation!Let’s start with
Seneca’s definition of frustration:"Though the terrain of frustration may be vast –from a stubbed
toe to an untimely death ......... –at the heart of every frustration lies a basic structure: the
collision of a wish with an unyielding reality."Seneca’s collisions are frustrations arising from
Anger, Shock, Injustice, Anxiety and Mockery, quite a list that seems spot-on regarding modern
day politics. I don’t wantto give too much away about overcoming said frustrations, but this is an
excellentbook to understand a range of philosophers interpreting a range of human problems in
an ancient and modern setting. But to round off with Seneca:"We may be powerless to alter
certain events, but we remain free to choose ourattitude towards them, and it is in our
spontaneous acceptance of necessity that wefind our distinctive freedom." It seems to me
however that the words "free" and "freedom" and their practical meaning are being rapidly
eroded across the western world and that will surely lead to an extreme version of frustration.”

Inaara Alikhan, “This book is amazing.. This book has helped me through some lonely nights,
making me chuckle many times. It is subtly humorous but it really gives you the confidence and
the reassurance you need in life, especially when your self-esteem is low or when you compare
yourself to others a lot and feel inferior or worried that you will not succeed.Plus, references to
Philosophy are amazing.. I'm a Philosophy student who studies the theories of philosophers but
this brings you into their weird lives and personal characters, into their weird failures and
misfortunes, into their thoughts and their little revolutions.It also made me realize that
Schopenhauer, the founder of pessimist philosophy, is literally me... made me seriously consider



whether I am a reincarnation of him. xD”

Bettyboo, “An interesting read. I did enjoy this book and found it insightful and reassuring to read
that issues I may struggle with, have historically bothered others. I found the book had a down to
earth manner, whilst a sense of humour and amusing anecdotes were a common thread
throughout. I did feel like I was wading through treacle towards the end of the book, notably the
last 2 chapters concerning ‘Broken Heart’ and ‘Difficulties’ and struggled to glean much insight
from those chapters.  Overall, I did enjoy this book and personally found reassurance.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Illuminating. Despite my accumulating interest in philosophy it can be
quite challenging for me to read original works of well-known philosophers, especially when they
begin to discuss their theories in-depth. I always find Alain de Botton’s works, his books and his
video contents online alike, exceptionally great because he can always build that bridge from
immense knowledge that can often be difficult to grap to contents that can easily be digested
without reducing quality. He is also a great writer and easily humanize personalities of
philosophers and other well-known characters who otherwise always seem a little bit “historical”
to me. I enjoyed this book immensely.”

Theo Wenvent, “So many wonderful moments!. This book was a pleasure, at around 250 pages I
was addicted and completed it within a week.It has a diverse plethora or useful and mentally
satisfying ideas, and is a fantastic introduction to these philosophers.My reading list has
quadrupled as I've been inspired to read some of the original philosopher's works, Montaigne's
Complete Essays n particular.Enjoy!”

The book by Jacques Derrida has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,135 people have provided feedback.
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